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Leap past tense meaning
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Italian in Spanish 突のの動, 跳.跳躍, 突發... More ~ のの跳ぶのの動く, ~ ⾶ののの, 跳躍... Check out more bondir, sauter, faire un bond... See more fer un moviment sobtat, saltar, bot... Another  ﻃ َﻔﺮة, ﻗَﻔﺰة,ﻳ َْﻘِﻔﺰ... Check out the next... See more springe, hoppe, spring... Check out the other melompat, melompati,
menghambur... Next :ระดด, のระดดขの, ののผ... See more nhảy, nhảy qua, lao vào... Check out the other melompat, menerpa, lompatan... Check out more springen, springen über, sich stürzen... Look at the next hoppe, sprette, øke kraftig... Another 갑-움,000뛰,000뜀... Check out the more salty, pular, salto... Other 突,
跳,跳跃, 突发... See more balzare, saltare, spiccare un salto... Check out more hacer un movimiento repentino, saltar, salto... Check out more From Wiktionary Jump to Navigate Go Search To continue using our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Video:
Show more pronunciation... More idioms containing trending view uses for: All years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years In other languages Translate your text for free Source Definition jump from Collins English Dictionary New by Collins Quick word challengePoop: 1 - Score: 0/5 It was thick wood
and oaktrees. Violent storms could wreak havoc on the French Riviera.Who is in shining armor? The clothesline has been pulled out . Your score: Fireworks are small objects that are illuminated to entertain people on special occasions . They contain chemicals and burn brightly or attractively, often with loud noise when
you light them. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offers Sign up New Hope for New Year's Eve is traditionally when we fix our view firmly forward in the hope that the cast's look back on the year has just ended. Which, despite the negatives, saw a healthy increase in
good neighbourly relationships and kindness, as shown, for example, in the place of nursing. Read more Food for Thought this Christmas I don't know about you, but I'm already drooling at the prospect of a Christmas meal. The first pains start in early December with the nostalgia rush I get to spot dinky clean bags of
mixed nuts for sale. Read more Eight Gaelic words from Collins English Dictionary English is a language that has seen its vocabulary shaped and many neighboring languages from all over the world over time... including some that are a little closer to home. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our
English dictionary app - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and suitable environment for children. And best of all, the ad is free, so sign up and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word lists We have almost 200 word
lists from topics as they differ as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Amaze your friends with newfound knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wording news, language insights, offers and contests every month. Read more Scrabble score for 'jump':6 From longman
dictionary of contemporary Englishleapleap1 /liのp/ ●●○ verb (past time and past participle jumped / etch / especially British English, jumped especially American English) 1 jump a) [intransitive always + adverb / preposition]JUMP jump jump high into the air or jump to land elsewhere Jumped over the fence. Smaller
animals can easily jump from tree to tree. b) [transitive] literary IMPMP jump through something Brenda jumped the gate and ran through the field.► see the thesaurus on jump2 move fast [adamant always + adverb / preposition] FAST / QUICK to move very quickly and with a lot of energy I jumped up the stairs three at
once. He jumped out of bed. She jumped to her feet (=got up quickly) and started screaming. 3 increase in [disproportionate] increase in the number or amount will increase rapidly and by a large amount of OPP tumbleleap on profits jumped to £376m. He jumped 27 places to second place.4 → jump to
chance/opportunity5 → jump to someone's defense of 6 hearts [adamant] literaryHAPPYEXCITED if your heart jumps, you feel a sudden surprise, happiness, or excitement My heart jumped when I saw Paul at the airport. → → look before you jump and jump on someone→ See Slovak TablesSexamples of Corpusleap•
The price of gas jumped 15% overnight• Shares jumped 5% to $32,375.• We jumped from rock to rock and tried to synchronize disembarkation to support the start.• Men, on the other hand, can jump higher, pause longer, and spins faster.• It was jumping in the quiet to receive light.• At one point I was forced to jump into
a hip-high drift to avoid being run over by an oil truck.• But what is it all jumping into each other's arms, Pel with their legs wrapped around Jairzin Pas?• The branch shattered in half and the seagulls crouched down to jump, only to be sucked under the bow waves.• Tessa jumped on the boat just in a moment when it was
moving away from the shore.• The fish jumped out of the water.• They jumped out of the water.• They jumped out of the water. , screams murderously, but they were falling all around us, dying and dead.• The bartender skipped the bar and tried to stop the fight.• I jumped over the fence to safety and let the dog growl
behind me.• He jumped out the window and was gone.• David Laing jumped back on his feet and sprayed his neighbors with cold coffee. jumped on ... • David Laing jumped back to his feet and sprayed his neighbors with cold coffee.• As she approached him on the sofa, he jumped to his feet and began to walk across
the floor.• Burun jumped to his feet and ran out the door.• Duvall bucked back. but Jimmy jumped to his feet and collided with one of the Hessian savings banks.• He jumped to his feet, took Talbot's hand and shook her vigorously.• She jumped to her feet with a scream that was immediately suppressed by bites of
insects.leapleap2 ●●○ noun [countable] 1 JUMPa big jump SON bound Threw a stick into the river and the dog followed him in a flying jump. 2 big increase or changequantum/big/huge etc jump quantum jump (= very big increase or change) in the population levelsleap in 16% jump in pre-tax profitsleap forward huge
leap forward, held in 1980 3 → by / in jump and boundary4 → jump () imagination5 → jump in the dark 6 → leap of faithExamples of Corpusleap • Gold shares acquired after the jump in the price of gold.• Powell won with → jump of 27 feet, 10 inches.• Momentum comes not from lullaby flow or irritating tension, but from
stunning acrobatic leaps from perch to okolon.• Borrowers have been warned to expect another jump in bank interest rates.• Coffee and orange juice prices will make their biggest jumps on Friday.• They will ride the surf or bows of the vessel , constantly going back and forth and making boisterous jumps.• I see that the
online business is growing in leaps and bounds.• Yet our conventional forces have not made an equivalent leap into the future.• It includes both the art of spin doctoral, so did our fragile human need and ability to make huge leaps of faith.• His spirit, which dropped to her last words, rose with an irrational leap.• In one
jump, that acquisition of northern Britain's greatest milkman, with approaching a quarter of the market.• Not a leap Halle believed it would be.• With a huge jump, James managed to catch the ball. quantum/big/huge etc jump• When she read the first word, J O E, her heart gave a big leap.• Then her heart gave a big leap.•
Using sea lions is a big leap forward in whale-tracking technology, Hurley said.• Agricultural technologies have revolutionized agricultural production, resulting in quantum jumps in output.• Needed to walk, run, make big leaps into the air.• Since they Leaping forward in the 1950s, millions of young and unemployed people
were sent to the countryside.• Quantum Leap expressed in part in population.• But Mr. Glocer says the company has dealt with big jumps in supply before. From the Longman Business Dictionaryleapleap1 /liのp/ verb (past time and past time jump /etching/ especially British English, jumped mainly U.S. English)
[adamant] to increase rapidly and by a large amountS jumped by 5% to 32,375,→ See Verb tableleapleap2 noun [countable] sudden big increase in the number or amount of somethingSales and profit took a huge leap.jump inGold shares acquired after the jump in the price of gold. → Quantum LeapOrigin Leap1 Old
English Hleapan Basic Form (Infinitive): Leap past Simple: Leapt/Leaped Past Participle: Leapt/Leaped 3rd Person Singular: Leaps Present Participle/Gerund: Leapt Basic Form Past Simple Past Rye Burnt/Burned Burnt/Burned Clap/Clapt Clapped/Clapt Dream Dreamt/Dreamt/Dreaml Kneel Knelt/Kneeled Leant/Lean
Leant/Leaned Learn Learn t / Learned Learnt / Learned Smell Smelt / Smelled Smelt / Smelled Spell Spelt / Spelled Spelt / Spelled Spill Spilt / Spilled Spilled / Spilled Spoilt / Spoiled Spoiled / Spoiled Spoiled Striptease/o torn streak/ sunburn sunburnt/sunburnt/burnt swept/Swept Swept/Swept Vext/Vexed Vext/Vexed
Vext/Vexed Vexed/Vexed
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